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1. Definition 

The project consists on giving the local authorities from villages and small towns of the Barcelona province 

the opportunity to use technology to engage their citizens and to improve their daily management thanks 

to citizen collaboration in detecting and informing about issues on public space via an app. The main 

project target are the villages under 20000 inhabitants, which are 260 of the total of 311 municipalities.  

 

This can be achieved by developing an app for mobiles to be used by citizens to report infrastructure issues 

in their town or village, like for example street or public lighting damaged. The Town hall staff will have 

available a web application to monitor and manage the resolution of these reported problems. 

 

Once this first phase will be achieved, I think it would be a good idea to create a Twitter account for each 

Town hall, to become the bridge communication between the local administration and the citizens. 

 

Due to the lack of technical and sometimes also economical resources of these small towns, the idea is to 

deploy this system from their supra-local administration, to take advantage of economies of scale, as it has 

almost the same cost for the supra-local entity to develop and maintain the system for two or three towns 

to 250 or 260 towns. 

 

The idea is to avoid exclusion due to a lack of technology. So, even knowing that villages are not cities, I 

think it is possible to introduce some elements of the smart city concept on them. 

 

On one hand, some municipality staff is very enthusiastic with technology and they use every tool the 

supra-local entity is giving to them. But on the other hand, some staff is completely unconcerned from 

technology: they do not want to use these tools and neither do not want to learn anything else than their 

daily tasks. 

 

So, the most important to have in mind when proposing this kind of projects to be used by small towns or 

villages is that it is necessary to do a very hard and important task of communication and disseminating the 

advantages of this kind of technology. If staff from small town halls is not prepared to use it or does not 

accept it, the result will be a failure. 

 



The mobile app included in this project must be a very easy to use tool, with the usability as its primary 

goal, as it is targeted to the citizens, not to technical staff. Moreover, the web backoffice part of this project 

is targeted to municipal staff, so it can be a little bit more technical as it will be used by specialists. 

 

The mobile app and the Twitter account, both elements proposed in this project, are intended to be used 

by the citizens from the 260 smallest municipalities of this region. The web application part –the backoffice- 

and the conduction of the Twitter accounts, also proposed in this project,  are intended to be used by their 

respective town hall staffs. 

I must say that at the supra-local administration of the Barcelona province we had previous experiences of 

other centralized applications to be used by the local authorities, like the SITMUN project (Territorial 

Information System for Municipalities), and all of them were very well accepted and widely used by town 

hall staffs. Examples of applications in SITMUN are:  http://sitmun.diba.cat (to consult every layer of 

cartography necessary for planning), http://sitmun.diba.cat/sitmun_gca (Street guide for small towns),  

http://sitmun.diba.cat/nomenclator (Gazetteer) and http://sitmun.diba.cat/visor_wms (Wep Map Services 

visualizer with dual visualization to be able to compare old ortophotos with current images of the territory).  

All of these web applications are being used by the municipal staff on their daily tasks. Also, they can 

prepare a link to these application with the territory code parameter, so they can add a link to the 

application on the municipal website. Examples of these customizations are: 

http://sitmun.diba.cat?mun_ine=08246, http://sitmun.diba.cat/sitmun_gca?mun_ine=08003, 

http://sitmun.diba.cat/nomenclator?mun_ine=08300 and 

http://sitmun.diba.cat/visor_wms?mun_ine=08010. 

 

The supra-local administration not only implements and deploys these applications but also loads the 

territorial and cartography information into the spatial database, so there is no need to have engineers in 

town hall staff to be able to process this kind of data nor perform database backups nor do the 

maintenance of the system. 

 

So, I expect that municipal staff from small towns will engage the project, as the workflow will be very 

similar as the previous applications. In fact, currently exists a SITMUN Local Administration Network at 

Barcelona Province where small towns who want to use these applications and their related services are 

joined. I think that it will be easy to engage them to this new project through this SITMUN Local network. 

 

 

 

2. Analysis and design 

Following is the data and functionalities analyzed and its design according to the different elements 

included in the project:  

1. A mobile app to report issues found in the public space 

2. An evolution of the existing GIS tool as the backoffice to manage the reported issues 

3. The municipal social networks via Twitter  

 

I also have included a general section for the communication plan. 

 

2.1 The mobile app for citizens to be able to report issues encountered in the public space 

 

- The app must be planned to be available to 260 municipalities, so it must consist on a unique general app, 

having some parameters to be customized for each town or village, like the name of the village, its logo, its 

area on the map and its link to the website. 

 



- Workflow of screens: As this tool is not yet implemented, just to have an idea of which aspect could it 

have I propose here a design of the workflow screens. To do this design, I have used some free icons from 

internet and I have taken some ideas from the following mobile apps: FixVegas 

(http://www.urbaninformatics.net/tag/fixvegas), FixMyStreet (http://www.fixmystreet.com) and 

ReparaCiudad (http://reparaciudad.com). 

 

Similar to FixVegas, which in my opinion is very nice, simple, clear and useful, I have designed a very guided 

app, with very clear steps to help the user in reporting the issues. Following (Figure 1) is my idea for the 

app, which I have called MunApp: 

 

 

 

 
Figure 1: Design of the MunApp mobile application 

            

At the bottom part of the screen there is a link to the municipality website (on the left) and also it’s 

logotype (on the right). The rest of the screen will be the same for every municipality. 

 

Following is an explanation of each of these steps that have to be concluded to report a problem 

encountered at the public space. A short description of what to do at each step will be included in each 

screen to help the user. 

 

1. Choose the type of issue: there is a list with all the types of issues available to be reported. 

 

 
 



2. Describe the issue: user can enter a short summary of the issue. 

 

 
 

 3. Take a photo to be attached. The user will be able to take a photo or to choose an existing one. 

This step is optional. 

 

 
 

4. Specify the location: this can be made by accepting to use the current location of the user or also 

by tapping a position on the map. When using this app without internet connection, the map will 

be available as it is downloaded and stored at the user mobile -for his municipal area- when the app 

is installed. 

 

 
 

 5. Entry contact info: in case the user wants to be informed about the status of the issue reported, 

here he can enter his email or his phone number to receive messages. 

 

 
 

 6. Send the issue report: the issue is sent to the database where town hall staff will be able to 

query and process it. If there is no internet connection, all the information will be on standby until 

the app will be able to send it. 

 

- Types of issues that can be notified via the app to be then processed by the town hall staff:  

 

Cleaning 



Equipment 

Graffiti 

Pothole 

Recycling and rubbish 

Sidewalk 

Street signaling 

Streetlight 

Traffic light 

Water escapement 

Wooded and gardens 

Other 

Table 1:Types of issues being reported 

 

- Basic map to be used in the app: ortophotography published by ICC (Institut Cartogràfic de Catalunya) 

with the suitable coordinate system for Catalonia, which is EPSG:25831. This ortophoto will be downloaded 

for a municipality when the app is installed in each mobile: the user will choose the municipality to be 

installed. This will enable to use the app even without internet connection. 

 

- The programming phase will meet the standards involved related to spatial data, specified by the Open 

Geospatial Consortium (OGC: www.opengeospatial.org). The interoperability norms will also be complied. 

 

- The app will be free and available for iOS and Android devices. So, the programing phase will develop two 

apps, one for each one of these kind of devices. The app will be useful not only for mobiles but also for 

tablets. 

 

- Graphic user interface design: A general design will be used in order to achieve an efficient maintainance 

by the supra-local administration, with some customization: the logo, the name of the municipality and its 

website link. 

 

- Internet access: At the moment of designing this app it is necessary to consider the cases when the user 

will not have access to internet. So the app must permit the user to prepare all the information associated 

to an issue to be sent deferred.  

 

Moreover, I think it is the best moment to propose to deploy a free internet access network to all small 

towns and villages in order to avoid exclusion due to a lack of technology. This can be achieved by joining to 

the GUIFI network: It is an open, free and neutral network with “Internet for everybody” as its lemma. This 

network was born at a very small village (2012 inh) in the Barcelona province but it has expanded to a lot of 

towns and it is being expanded now to other regions in Spain. You can find more information about this 

very interesting project at http://www.guifi.net/en/node/38392. 

 

 

2.2 The evolution of the web GIS application existing at the municipalities to include the 

management functionality necesary to process the reported issues 

 

-  Currently all local authorities from small towns or villages at Barcelona Province has access to this GIS 

web tool called SITMUN (http://sitmun.diba.cat). So, it is very easy to give access to them to the additional 

functionality needed to manage the reported issues . 

 

- For the design of this additional functionality, I have used SITMUN screens where I have simulated the 

new features. Following are the new features to be added. 

 



- A new layer which will have the point geometries where issues have been reported. Elements 

in this layer will be symbolized depending on the type of problem. They can also be symbolized 

depending on their status. Example: 

 

 
Figure 2:New layer that shows the reported issues on a map 

 

- A report to view all the issues reported and their status. Example:  

 
Figure 3:New report that lists all the issues and their complet information 

 

- Some searches to find the issues by their description, by type of issue reported or by position 

(x,y coordinates). Examples: 

   



            
Figure 4:Search by type        Figure 5:Search by location (X, Y coordinates) 

 

  
Figure 6:Search by text 

 

- The edition of this new layer, in order to change the status and information for each issue, via 

the existing edition tool. Example:  

 

 



Figure 7:Edition functionality to edit the reported issues information 

 

- New tables and attributes have to be added to the existing database to be able to store and manage the 

reported issues: 

 

- New main table to store the reported issues: SIT_INCIDENCIES 

 

- Attributes for this table:  

SIT_INCIDENCIES 

initial_date Date and time when the issue is reported 

final_date Date and time when the problem is closed by the municipal staff 

type Type of issue (from a fixed list) 

status Status of the issue (from a fixed list) 

description Description entered by the user 

email 
In case the user wants to get informed by email about the status of the 

issue reported 

phone In case the user wants to get informed by phone messaging 

photo In case the user wants to attach a photo 

internal_text 
Text entered by the staff explaining all the process associated with that 

problem,  is more detailed than the description and is used internally 

geom Point geometry. X,Y coordinates in EPSG:25831 coordinate system 

Table 2: Database table attributes to store the information for each issue 

 

- New lookup tables: SIT_INDICENCIES_status (for the list of possible status) and 

SIT_INCIDENCIES_types (for the list of possible types of issues). 

 

- Integration of the new elements in the existing process of backups (for the new software and data). The 

new sofware deployed must be integrated at the existing backup process. And the new tables created at 

the database also must be included at the daily backup. 

 

- Following (Figure 8) is the system architecture diagram, taking into account the database, application 

server, map server, web server, the mobile app and the GIS web application for backoffice tasks: 

 



 
    Figure 8: The system architecture diagram 

 

 

- Generation of video tutorials and screenshots for helping the users to use the applications. 

 

2.3 Launching the social network: this includes the creation of a Twitter account for each 

municipality 

 

- This phase will be the last one in the calendar, as it is better to have the reporting issues app well 

accepted and being used by the citizens first. Once they will be familiar with this environment, it will be a 

good time to give them the opportunity to participate within the village daily topics via Twitter. 

 

- Nomenclature for the set of Twitter accounts that have to be created (one per municipality): This should 

be decided together with the authorities. 

 

- The general image for all the accounts, with a minimum of customization for logo and name of the 

municipality: This should be decided together with the authorities. 

 

- Plan to form to every local town hall administrator in the use of Twitter, as he will be the responsible for 

the town or village official Twitter account. 

 

It is important to well explain to these administrators the great advantages they can take by using Twitter 

to engage their citizens in the daily management of the town or village. And it is also very important to 

explain them how to use this tool. Probably it could be interesting to prepare an attendance meeting for 

these administrators to well explain them everything involved in this. It can be interesting to hear from 

them their opinions, angers or enthusiasm. 

 

2.4 Designing the communication of the project and diffusion of the resulting products 

 

- Planning an online training to teach every municipality staff on how to use the new tools. 

 

- Designing a communication plan in order to present the project, the new app and the available Twitter 

account for each municipality. 

- Offer this product to other supra-local adminstrations to share it with them: In fact, the existing web 

application called SITMUN it is shared with other supra-local administrations via the SITMUN European 



Network (http://www.sitmun.org). Now it is an opportunity to also share with them this new product in 

order to reduce costs and to combine efforts. 

 

 


